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● Founder of Electriq

● Based in Miami with my dog Bella

Electriq

● Started in May 2019

● 45 person Shopify Plus Agency 

● Proprietary Electriq audit & process that powers our 30-60-90 day plan 

approach

● Acquired in April, 2022 by DRINKS.com



Overview

We’re Shopify experts that create 
and enable best-in-class customer 
experiences to drive incremental 
revenue growth and increase LTV.



What We Do



What We Do



A Few of Our Clients



Our Top Partners
• Malomo
• Rebuy
• Recharge
• Skio
• Klaviyo
• Attentive
• Superfiliate
• Octane.ai
• Okendo
• Gorgias
• Ecocart
• Enquire Labs
• Lifetimely
• Gatsby
• Tapcart
• Loop
• Carro

Retention Stack



Zero & First-Party Data



Zero-Party Data
● Data given directly by customers to your brand
● Think post-purchase survey or quiz

First-Party Data
● Onsite behavioral data from customers
● Think web pages viewed and products purchased

Why should we care?
● Combine your zero and first-party data to create 

personalized experiences both pre and 
post-purchase to improve retention and increase LTV

Zero & First-Party Data

Source: Daasity



Zero-Party Data Collection
● Pre-purchase with an Octane.ai quiz
● Post-purchase survey with Enquire Labs
● Product Reviews, asking for product use and 

demographic data with Okendo
● SMS conversational flows

First-Party Data Collection
● Your Ecommerce Platform

Zero & First-Party Data | How to Collect



Some of the Tools we use to Collect 
Zero & First-Party Data



Octane AI

What is it: Quiz Builder

Differentiator: 
● A quiz allows site visitors to share zero-party data, get 

funneled into your communications, and be guided through 
the buying-decision process based on personalized 
recommendations

● This journey creates the foundation for personalization from 
the moment the site visitors take the quiz all the way through 
to your first order retention efforts and beyond 

 
How we use it: 

1. Create engaging quizzes with email or SMS lead capture that 
provide personalized product recommendations (like these 
two florence by mills quizzes).

2. Email/SMS flow after quiz completion to nurture leads into 
that first purchase.

3. Take the data acquired from Octane and use it in our 
retention efforts via personalized email/SMS messaging 
powered by Klaviyo.

https://florencebymills.com/pages/beauty-quiz
https://florencebymills.com/pages/beauty-quiz


Enquire Labs

What is it: Post-purchase survey

Differentiator: 
● Segment question asked based on customers order number 

and build out question streams and logic
● Simple 1-click integration with Shopify & Recharge allows you 

to easily tailor questions in your post-purchase (order 
confirmation) area 

● As you gain zero-party data, you are able to pass that 
information through to other apps 

How we use it: 
● Gather customer feedback as well as data points.
● Think from an email and SMS personalization standpoint

○ What would I like to be able to know about a 
customer to tailor and personalize communication to 
them? 

○ From there, figure out which questions need to be 
asked to get the required data to execute a 
personalization strategy.



Okendo 

What is it: Review Platform

Differentiator: 
● Okendo provides the fairest price in the market considering 

what it offers.
● You’re able to ask questions based on customer 

demographics and product-specific attributes during the 
review request process. 

● A developer’s dream for customizing styling on-site, has 
strong filtering capabilities, and much more!

● Okendo also offers best-in-class integrations with Klaviyo, 
Attentive, Rebuy, Gorgias, and others.

 
How we use it: For all of our client’s product reviews (including 
florence by mills)

1. Positive and negative review flows in Klaviyo.
2. Segment customers based on attributes provided in their 

Okendo reviews.
3. Source UGC.

https://florencebymills.com/products/swimming-under-the-eyes-gel-pads


Segmentation & Personalization



Dividing your contacts into potential groups of similar 
needs and behaviors based on data. Can start broad and 
get increasingly granular:

● Email is known
● Email is known and has ordered
● Email is known and has ordered 2x or more
● Email is known, has ordered 2x or more, and has 

purchased X product
● Email is known, has ordered 2x or more, has 

purchased X product, and last order date is 90 or 
more days

● Email is known, has ordered 2x or more, has 
purchased X product, last order date is 90 or more 
days, and quiz answer 1 is Y

● Email is known, has ordered 2x or more, has 
purchased X product, last order date is 90 or more 
days, quiz answer 1 is Y, and average product review 
rating is 4 stars or higher

And so on…

Segmentation & Personalization



Display personalized content (sometime dynamic) based 
on customer data

● Segmentation feeds into and allows for targeting 
customers with personalized content

An Example from a Beauty Company
● Message A: Hey, {Product B} is 20% off!

● Message B: Hey {First Name}, we know you’ve had 

success with {Product A} (thanks again for that 5-star 

review!) but we can be doing more. Our team was 

evaluating your {Skin Concern 1} and {Skin Concern 

2}, and think {Product B} combined with {Product A} 

will help support your unique skin profile and health 

even more! Here’s a special 20% off code to 

experience the power of combining both.

Where You can Leverage Personalization
● Email/SMS

● Order Tracking Pages

● On-site Content & Customer Account Pages

● Much much more!

Segmentation & Personalization

Source: Emma Email Marketing



1) Strategy First
● It’s very simple - just ideate what you would like your 

own journey as a customer to be with your brand.
● What would be helpful for you if it was personalized?

2) Data Points
● What sort of data points do you need to segment 

your customers in order to enable this 
personalization strategy?

3) Data Collection
● How to get this data out of the customer journey.

4) Test, Test, and Test Again
● Without A/B or multivariate testing everything, you’ll 

have no idea whether X type of consumer truly 
would respond to something better.

● Don’t run on assumptions!

Segmentation & Personalization | Our Process

Source: Qualaroo



Where Malomo Fits In



Flow Set Up
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Here is an example of the Soylent order pre-transit 

transactional flow.

We are conditionally splitting the flow by whether or not they 

are an active subscription customer or a one-shot customer. 

This allows the emails/texts to be more relevant while also 

sending customers to unique order tracking pages.

We also have a 3 day delay in place that if the order has not 

moved out of this state yet that an automatic “We’re sorry for 

the delay” message gets sent out to mitigate customer 

service tickets!

All of this resulted in a 12% CTR!



Personalized Tracking Pages
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Not only can we customize the content in the emails and texts, but 

you can drive customers to order tracking pages that drive to 

certain CTAs based on properties you have on them in Klaviyo.

With Soylent, we have separate order tracking pages for one-shot 

versus subscription customers.

For one-shot customers, we have a main banner CTA driving to the 

subscription program. Then, throughout the rest of the page we 

have dynamic product recommendations powered by Rebuy and 

additional brand content.

For subscription customers, the page is primarily dedicated to 

continuing brand education while also promoting the referral 

program.

This resulted in a 54X ROI!

ONE-SHOT TRACKING PAGE

SUBSCRIPTION TRACKING PAGE


